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Cisco Policy Suite: Delivering Dynamic Services
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Today:
Operator business mostly focused on the saturated consumer market

Future:
Vertically targeted services will accelerate operator business growth
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New Business Models
Cisco Policy Ready for Vertical Take Off

Orchestration
Automation, provisioning and interworking of physical and virtual resources
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NFV
Network functions and software running on any open standards-based hardware

SDN
Separation of control and data plane
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Note: For illustrative purposes – not based on speciﬁc data.

Target New Markets and Business Models

MVNOs
Smaller operators dedicated to a targeted market can quickly create new services and scale as they grow with Cisco Policy Suite.

Connected Car
Operators are partnering with automobile manufacturers to communicate telematics information, connect drivers, create car hotspots, and open new monetization opportunities inside cars with Cisco Policy Suite.

Internet of Everything
Connect devices of all types and provide policy-based connectivity with Cisco Policy Suite.

Partner with content providers, advertisers, or major brands to promote consumption of content and advertising.

Offer mobile subscribers data connectivity to certain sites toll-free (without counting data usage against monthly data quotas).

Share advertising revenue from the sites or charge the advertiser or sponsor for the bandwidth consumed by the subscriber.

Sponsored Data Offers

Shape Subscriber Experience Beyond Billing Plan
Create Value in an OTT-Dominated Ecosystem
Stand Out from the Access Providers Crowd
Service Revenue for Internet of Things, Connected Car, MVNOs, and Other Industry Markets

Unmatched Scalability, Reliability, and Virtualization

Target Markets
MVNOs
Connected Car
Internet of Everything
Healthcare
Utilities
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